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Elegance
Our premium line of cookies. Filled with an extra portion of the goodies that
make Gladders Gourmet Cookies a delicious treat. This means more nuts,
more chocolate, more coconut, and more raisins.
Our delicious Elegance flavors include:
CHOCOLATE CHUNK

An extra measure of large, rich chocolate chunks makes
for a decadent treat.
WALNUT CHOCOLATE CHIP

Our original recipe chocolate chip cookie filled with
crunchy walnuts and an extra helping of semi-sweet chocolate.
WHITE CHOCOLATE MACADAMIA

Generous amounts of buttery tropical macadamia nuts and creamy
white chocolate make this combination more delightful than ever.

Gladders Advantages:
Ease of use - Individually
portioned cookie dough yields
perfect gourmet cookies every
time. Bake as many or as few
cookies as needed.
Consistent Product - Gladders
patented manufacturing process
has ensured consistent product
for more than fifteen years.
High Quality Products - We use
only the finest ingredients - from
the best in dark sweet chocolates
to our own brown sugar.

CRANBERRY WALNUT CRUNCH

An abundance of sweet zingy premium dried cranberries are
complemented by lots of walnuts, hard rolled oats, and crispy rice.

Kosher - All items certified
Kosher by the Organized Kashrus
Labs.

DOUBLE CHOCOLATE PECAN

A delicious fudge cookie filled with chocolate chunks and pieces of
crunchy pecans.
GOLDEN RAISIN OATMEAL

Brighten up the day when you bite into our chewy combination of
golden raisins, coconut, walnuts, and hard rolled oats.

100% Satisfaction

Shipping Specifications*
Pack

Net Weight

Gross Weight

Cube

Dimensions

Tie x High Pallet

120/2oz
64/4oz

15.0 lbs
16.0 lbs

15.5 lbs
16.5 lbs

.33
.33

12x12x4
12x12x4

12 x 10 = 120
12 x 10 = 120

*Other sizes and case packs available

All Gladders Products are truly
Gourmet by nature of their
absolute superior quality of
ingredients, distinctive taste, and
high manufacturing standards.
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